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m I truly who I know, see and or do?
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ho am I, the ‘I’ itself
in all its invariable mysteriousness?
Am I truly who I know, see and or do?
Or am I more and if so how can I become sure
of this other supposedly self as me too?

God is said as a mysterious form
some do worship and or adore.
But what is it as a concrete form?
What does it achieve or reach to where –
some other so-called outer reality or sphere?

God is said as some experience, like a breeze
or seed inside us, this form physical and real.
But what then, if so, are we to be, do
and have in a form so as to become aware?

hat is on offer
when one does begin to know,
from experience,
we are more than what is said
or so-called to be known to date?

hat are we
if a mind inside ourself dictates,
contemplates, decides and or undertakes?
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re we of a total being …

or being fed by a consciousness stream?
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Thoughts and ideas to what is being lived out,
or by thoughts to discover, develop and undergo;
Thoughts to which, no idea
who they are from inside the unknown mystery
of man as woman’s mind’s storehouse to survive.

But what is a mystery,
we are and have, mind-like supplied?

re we even fully appreciative
of this life not being known
but supplies our mind with ideas
enormously favourable as too despicable?

Do we actually decide what is appropriate
and in how to become more fully aware,
awake and alive to that unknown life mystery?

o we even care
about the life on earth
and what it does mean
to live an earthly existence?
Do we ever feel unusual
about those types of unknown happenings?
Or is this life one large series of unusual events
happening without even aware or questioning?
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The whole notion of an enterprise
as is a consciousness, as is the unknown mind,
terrifies to think in life,
we are not even clear of ‘who I am’,
the ‘I’ in all its various characteristic forms.

ove surpasses all it is said,
but what of a love,
no words to clearly express?
How is it possible then to know
what is love and in how it does feel,
where it arises and in its length to last

or even how it came by then
and who or what invented that
in a human being to begin?

Those feelings of an emotional depth
have little concrete evidence as does our breath.

But there it is,
this ‘I’ inside the mind, our head,
mystery given
but unless understood, well led.

-------0------
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The whole understanding of one human being
is not fully appreciated
without being on our own quietly to assess
through our behaviour seems the best –
in how we daily do in our actions and words get expressed.

he ‘whole’ is what here is a difficulty
because we apparently only operate on half
of who is this being having an earthly life experience.

nd that being said,
where does this word ‘human being’ come from
when it comes to us in our head?

re we just a physical representation
of another form inside
like those organs, cells and vessels that keep us alive?

Or are we one but two forms interacting
all the time individual quite incomplete
but as a unit come to bear who we are
as a mysterious form of what can only be described as
human as physical and being as an unknown or mystery.

The whole as always a human being,
but who has the time to even stop and or care
as to who inside has the ropes or changes those gears?
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hat is or what is not?
How can you know each day what will be the end result,
outcome or happening, success or not, happy and content,
or led fearful, irresponsible or in disarray, how possible?

Well, some part unknown life inside
does actually know as if to in our day to day guide.

No one has a total plan or guide
life is in all sense, an unknown mystery –
but then who is who when it does come down to you?

ove is the only clue.
For in that space of loving care,
loving embrace, trust and fair
we can have a clear window
to know, appreciate and value
our worth as life on earth.

omeone inside
loves us enough
to have arrived and live an earthly life
to engage, experience and supply
a variant of happenings until we die.
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he ‘whole’
is what we are and have available,
consciousness as quantum, a mystery in each,
that we all belong.

o mystery and life unknown
but there to engage when time alone.
Thoughts to question and think a while;
Thought to engage and ask of and about;
Thoughts that scare and question why and or how;
Thoughts of love and life to do or be;
Thoughts to consider daily.

ove you see is the life to appreciate
for here one is open to the greater aspects -
love of an earthly experience;
love of person, self and other;
love of our human frame
and its phenomenal workings to live a life;
love of every animal, insect, bird and tree;
love of sea, rivers and streams;
love of the planet and all it does do and provide,
especially the hard working, little beloved,
germinating of life’s survival, bee.
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ove is not a mystery
when in time alone
one can deal more appropriately
with any difficulty,
to see half only is of those punishing times
we were able to then see …

nd now alone to ponder
so the whole of all
is able to become more clear
and us as acceptable to know …

love as life is all about you and learning
and in how yourself is in fact the inspiration
to what is of a most mysterious event.

ife as love is what we are
when time out to count the stars,
let the mind have a breath
to stop the persecution of work over rest.

                      -------0------
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ho am I,
but the soul within,
the mysteriousness
that can and become?

ut what is it I want,
in a life shortish,
but to be of worth
and in love and loved
as part of the all
of consciousness?

       -------0------
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